Abstract-Policy iteration is the core procedure for solving problems of reinforcement learning method. Policy iteration evaluates polices by evaluating value functions of these polices and then new improvement polices will be figured out by these value functions. Value functions and polices in classic policy iteration are tabular and accurate. However, these are not suitable for problems in extensive and continuous, i.e. action space reinforcement learning. Therefore, approximate policy iteration is often used to solving the problems. It constructs approximate value function for present policy and becomes an important part of approximate policy iteration. Policy is expressed by instantly calculating policy action from approximate function rather than explicit expression. Least square reinforcement method is sample-effective in solving parameters approximating the value function, the larger the sample size, the faster the speed of approaching solution. This paper will discuss the online least square policy iteration algorithms in reinforcement learning.
INTRODUCTION
Policy iteration is the core procedure for solving problems of reinforcement learning method. Policy iteration evaluates polices by evaluating value functions of these polices and then new improvement polices will be figured out by these value functions. Value functions and polices in classic policy iteration are tabular and accurate. However, these are not suitable for problems in extensive and continuous, i.e. action space reinforcement learning. Therefore, approximate policy iteration is often used to solving the problems.
The linear parameterization is the most effective arithmetic for approximate policy iteration expressing value function. It acquires parametric linear system of equations by Bellman equation linear which satisfies value function. In order to acquire parameter close to value function, equations set is solved by least square sample in the way of once or multiple iteration.
II. MAIN PRINCIPLES AND CLASSIFICATION
The problems in large and continuous state-action spaces, value functions cannot be precisely expressed, only approximately. The solution to Bellman equation cannot be expressed by chosen approximator, but solved approximately instead. The two classifications of least square method for policy evaluation are distinguished by the approach to approximate solution to Bellman equation, as is respectively shown in Fig.1 Projected policy evaluation and Bellman residual minimization (BRM). According to the times of iteration, projected policy evaluation can be classified into Least-squares temporal difference (LSTD [1] [2]) and Least-squares policy evaluation (LSPE [3] ). Compared with projected policy evaluation, methods for Bellman residual minimization (BRM) don"t adopt projection, but try to minimize the Mean Squared Bellman Error (MSBE) in an approximate sense:
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Directly solve the Bellman equation: 
A. Matrix Form of the Bellman Mapping
Since the state-action square is discrete, the Bellman mapping can be written as a sum:
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The two-sum expression is written in a matrix form:
where :
ij denotes a numerical subscript of a matrix, [ , ] ( 1)
. The rest vectors and matrices are defined as follows:
is a vector representation of the Q-function Q, [ , ] ( , )
R is a vector representation of the expectation of the reward function R , [ , ] ' ' ' ( , , ) ( , , ) 
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The divisions by n on both sides of the formula, not mathematically necessary, but increase the numerical stability of the algorithm by preventing the coefficients from growing too large when more samples are processed. That means it is very possible the larger the number of samples, the larger the value of elements of A , B and b .
Eventually it easily leads to the stability of algorithm convergence value. A widely used policy iteration will be obtained by combining LSTD-Q policy evaluation algorithm with policy improvement. It is called as Least-squares policy iteration (LSPI).
Another LSTD-Q policy evaluation algorithm with eligibility traces can accelerate convergence, called LSTD(  )-Q. The Approximate function parameter TD(  ) updating rule:
